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TRODUCTI

1I . 1 2 1 TROUT"CT 1 OIT •
1. Preliminary. - The subject of web stresses in large contin-
uous reinforced concrete beams has been investigated by several
different experimenters. At the Experiment station of trie Uni-
versity of Illinois Messers. Hargis and Gonnerman tested beams of
the same general dimensions as the specimens used in this thesis.
After studying the results of previous experiments it was found
that there were certain phases of web action about which very lit-
tle was Known., nothing had been done to determine the effect on
the web stresses of bending down bars at different angles. Also
the permissible distance from the support or load point to the
first bent down bar or stirrup and the spacing of the bent down
bars and stirrups had been found by theory only and was not verified
by actual tests. Those points have been the source of many heat-
ed discussions by committees on Building Ordinances and Specifi-
cations and, while each committee naturally came to some conclus-
ion by a majority rule law, ordinances still differ materially.
Any series of tests therefore that would settle one or more of
these points would certainly be worth while and it was with this in
view that the present worfc was undertaken,
2. Scope . - The series of tests as finally decided upon con-
sists of one set of beams differing only in the angle at which ta*r
bars were bent down, another set in which the spacing between- bars
was varied and a third set in which the angle and spacing was con-
stant but the distance from the support to the first bend differed.
As far as possible in all of the above cases the number of bars
bent down at any point and the total number of bars bent down in
the beam was constant. To provide for the bending moments

at all sections of the beams without the use of additional bars
it was found necessary to "bend dorm more than the usual member
at a given point in some cases. The permissible distance from
the support to the first bend or stirrup was investigated for two
different angles and for vertical stirrups, and the spacing "be-
tween bends, for the two steeper angles of bend.
In addition to the "beams mentioned above some were made hav-
ing one half the bars down at one point and the rest straight,
without stirrups. Beams, called plain beams, were made in which
there was no steel crossing the web. The latter were primarily
auxiliary tests pieces to indicate the web strength of the con-
crete used and without which it would be impossible to find how
much any type of reinforcement increased the web strength. One
beam, with its duplicate, was also built which had three fourths
of the bars down at the point of inflection. This was expected
to fail near the support by diagonal tension at about the same
l^ad as the plain beam.
There were 21 different Kinds of beams with a duplicate of
each mating beams in all.
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Jfca Theorie s and Formulas for weh Stresses,*- - The anal3rsis of
the web stresses in a homogeneous beam is comparatively simple,
For a concrete beam having steel reinforcement and one or more
cracks in the concrete across the .web any attempt to calculate the
web stresses will Toe extremely complicated and the results will'
"be uncertain. Turneaure and iTaurer , Taylor and Thompson and
Hool among others give the formula P- Vs for vertical stirru-os.
.1 d
In this formula P- total load, to he carried by the stirrups, V-
portion of total shear to be carried, s^ horizontal spacing of
stirrups. For web reinforcement inclined at ^5 deg. this formal*
is modified to read P- 0.7 Vs. The reduction in the stress in
.id
a reinforcing member may be justified by the fact that the inclin-
ed web members cross the crack st shorter intervals^ that is the
distance between the inclined bars along the crack is less than
between vertical stirrups of the same horizontal spacing. If
the craclcs form at deg. and the reinforcement makes an angle
of 4-5 deg. with the horizontal, the distances between the rods
as measured along the crack is s sine *M5 degrees.' . For bars
inclined at an angle, <£, less than deg. the expression Vs is

multiplied "by sin <£. This is not entirely accurate since the
distance between inclined -bars measured along a deg. oracfc does
not vary with sin Cbut for angles of inclination greater than
20 degrees the error is not any larger than those which other un-
certainties introduce.
The Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete in
its final Report In 1916 recommends the use of the formula P-
f Vs for hare bent down at all angles from 20 to %5 deg. The
j d
proportion of the total shear to he used is not specified.
Using as the value of V in any of the above formulas the total
shear in the beam gives higher stresses than are found from tests.
About two-thirds of total shear seems to give reasonable results.
Another method of attaching this problem of web stresses is
to pass a vertical section at the point at which stresses are to
be determined. The vertical component of the total stress in
the steel cut by this section must then be equal to the external
Shear at this point, Using the notation given above p= V .
sin ct
This formula gives very high stresses for bars bent at a flat
angle even tho^only two-thirds of the total shear is used.

IT. MATERIALS, TEST PIECES, APPARATUS, AND
METHOD OP TESTIFG.

k. Materials. - The materials used were similar In character
tc these used on any high grade construction. All were of good
quality ana in excellent condition.
Cement. - Universal Portland cement giving strengths as shown
in Tahle 1 was used.
TABLE 1.
TT-STLS STTrr.TGTTT 'OV ESttEIFT.
Sample
Fiimhers
.
USXJblJUJS
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.
i. .
z
-"Of? TAT? MORTAR
.
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.
Stand. Sand-Attica Sand lie at
.
Stand. Sand Attica
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2 6KO 636
3 592 2lf2 326 735 353 me
630 223 379 750 272 537
5 6*5^ 234 271 317 3B7
6 233 3^3 377 >f6*3
i
t
230 332 329 i&6
Average
.
615 232 333 736 31S
'
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Sand . - The sand came from Attica, Indiana. The Sieve An-
alyses given in Table 2 show the grading of the sand.
TABLE 2.
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Gravel. - A Hard, washed gravel from near trie Wabash River
at Attica., Indiana was used. In size it varied from 'f in. to
1 in., and the proportion of various sizes is given by tfee sieve
analyses in Table 3.
TABLE 3.
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OP STC " ,
Size of PERCSI7T PASSING. SAMPLE ITLTT-.tBER.
flesh
.
1 <->c if Air
1" 100. 99.1 99.7 100. 100 <fo 99.4
•70
1 7 • 7 J. »o 71.5 70.3 71*3 72.9
in }f3.5 39. 2 35-3 37.6 3O.3 37.2
17.
S
1H-.0 16.1 11.7 11.3 14.2
. 263 » 5.3 3-2 6.1 3.3 4.5
f
.183" 1.5 .2 0.7 o.i*. ; O.tf
Pan u pi
Concret e . - Concrete of a 1:2:4 mix, proportioned by loose
volume wa3 used in the test beams. The materials, were measured
in buckets of i cu. ft. capacity and the weights were recorded as
a check. As dry a mixture as could be placed and tamped around
the reinforcing bars was used.
The work was done by men from a contractors crew, accustomed
to mixing concrete, under the supervision of IT. 17. Gonnerman who
personally checked the amounts of materials on the first 10 or 12
beams. Other work prevented him from exercising any but a gen-
eral supervision over the making of the remaining bear/is.
Steel. - The longitudinal steel was furnished by the Illinois
Steel Company of Chicago. Three different lengths at bars were
used and unfortunately there ar3 indications that the different
lengths had different yield-points due probably to having been
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rolled from different lots hit steel. This was not discovered
until many of the beams Had been made and consequently the coupons
were not marked so it is impossible to state definitely which
"bars were used in each beam and where more than one length of "bar
was used in tne beam it is likewise impossible to differentire
between them. The lg-ff,, bars seen to have a lower yield-point
and ultimate strength than either the 20-ft . , or 30-ft., aid the
20-ft., "bars also run a little lower than the 30-ft., hare. The
yield-point varied from 33,000 to ij-0,000 lb.",, per sq. in. and the
ultimate strength from 5*1,000 to 61,000 lb. per sq. in. The
yield-point stress, ultimate strength,' elongation in g in., and
the available data as to the length of the "bars from which the
coupon were tafcen, are given in table
6, Specimens . - in the design of these specimens it was sought
to avoid some mistakes of earlier designs Which had caused failure
in some other than the desired- manner and which had made impossi-
ble the solution of the original problems. High web stresses
and,, if possible, diagonal tension failures are essential to this
solution. To meet this requirement it is necessary to use a deep
and comparatively narrow beam, well reinforced against tension
failure.
To facilitate comparisons it was decided to use beams of the
same general dimensions and subject them to the same loadings as
were used by Messrs. Hargis and Gonnerman except that the total
depth was decreased from Iff in. to 17 lh« it being considered that
2 in. of concrete beyond the center of thesteei was sufficient.
The resulting dimensions ore 3 in. x 17 in, x IS ft. in.
Since many beams previously tested rafted by tension in the steel
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or by slipping of the bars due to insufficient anchorage, an In-
creased amount of steel aid a more secure method of anchoring the
ends of the "bars was used. Assuming a steel stress of 35 000
pounds per sq.. in., 2 per cent of sbeel would develop a sheading
uni-t-stress of about 325 lb., per sq.. in., even though' the actual
steel stress is equal to the calculated stress.
It is seldom found in tests that the observed tensile stress
exceeds 90 per cent of the calculated stress/of 350 lb., per sq.. in.,
should reasonably he expected before tension failure occurs.
Shearing strengths greater than 35O lb., per sq.. in., seemed quite
unlikely from data available and 2 per cent was choosen. Sight I
J—in., round bars gave this per cent.
The most feasible method of anchoring the bars was to hoox
them at the ends. Theoretical considerations as well as tests
indicate that a ISO-degree hoolc having a diameter of 6 times ^the
diameter of bar is sufficient to develop the tensile strength of
the steel. To facilitate the bending of the bars it was desir-
able to have the radii of all hoo!:s and bends the same. The nec-
essary diameter of hook from above considerations would be 3?:-in.,
but to reduce the danger of the concrete cru.shlng under the bends
it was decided to increase this diameter to 6* in.
To provide against the possibility of a diagonal failure be-
tween the support and the end of the beam two vertical stirrups
were used in addition to the bars bent down in this region. The
location of the steel and all details are given in the drawings
of the beans.
7* Auxiliary w3r.eci2.iens . - Two to four concrete cylinders,
some 6 x 12-in., and some S x 16-in., were made with each beam,
that is of concrete from the same lot as that used in the beam.

Usually two 6 x 12-in., and two 8 x 16-in., cylinders were marie.
of elasticity
Compression tests of these gane the modulus ana ultimate strength
of the concrete used,
85. Fabrication. - To complete the series as outlined it was
evident that the fabrication as well as the testing must proceed
rapidly and smoothly. One of the first problems to settle was
the method of bending the bars. An apparatus or machine was built
with which it was possible to bend a bar thru any angle Tip to
ISO degrees with a radius of bend of 2 in., This apparatus could
be used for all the bends and hooks and proved very successful.
The bars bent in this way conformed closely to the dimensions
given.
In the beams having bars bent down at three points a some-
what unique method of bending some of the bars had to be resorted
to in order to obtain strain gage readings on both bars at each
section at which bars were bent down. The outer bars of each
layer were close enough to be read on by bending down in the or-
dinary maimer. For the third section it was necessary to use
two of the inner bars Which .were approximately 2-!- in., from the
side of the beam and could not be reached with the strain gage.
These bars were therefore bent out at a small angle until within
about 1-J in., of the surface and then down in the usual manner.
At the bottom of tie beam these bars interfered with the other bars
already down and were therefore bent at a small angle across the
width of the beam. The drawings will mafce this clear.
The rods were securely wired into place in the form, being
supported at the top of the beam by a small rod running thru the
sides of me form. This cross rod was removed as soon as concrete

had been poured to prevent the formation of settlement cracks "be-
low the hare, another source of trouble in previous tests.
Instead of chipping holes in the concrete for strain gage
readings in the steel as was done in the earlier tests and on sim-
ilar "beams by Hargis and Gonnerman, corlcs were attached to the
forms in the proper positions for gage holes "before the concrete
was poured. In the first beams the steel was placed first and the
corks nailed in place under the oar. Later it was found that the
position -f the oar could he laid off on the form, the corks nail-
ed in place and the 'oar wired against the corlcs with much greater
ease. This also furnished a good check on the sending of the oars.
The removal of the corlcs from the concrete made the holes in the
concrete at the places where gage holes in the steel were to "be
drilled. About one-third of these stuck to the forms and conse-
quently were removed from the concrete when the form was removed
from the beams. The remainder had to be removed in preparing the
beam for test.
The concrete was mixed in a Wonder Efker in hatches of about
five cu. ft. An amount of water Known to be just a little less
than the amount required for the proper consistency was first in-
troduced into the mixer. The gravel and sand were then poured in
remainder of water
and finally the cement and.added. The whole was mixed for four
minutes after all ingredients were in the mixer. Pour batches
were required for each beam and to secure uniform results they were
all mixed separately, dumped on the floor and the whole batch turn-
ed by hand.
The amount of water used was measured by a glass gage. A-
bout g$ gave the desired consistency and was supposedly used thru-

out. This gave a mixture which require'! considerable tamping to
fill in -oroperly around the reinforcing "bars near tlie bottom of
the tream and qiuite naturally did not appear to meet the approval
of the worsen. This mental attitude of the men together with
the appearance of so.me of the beams maT-tes it seem probable that
the specified amount of v^ater was exceeded in some of the later
beams v/hich may account for the greater variation in strengths
found in these than was found in tie first beams. However the
concrete as a whole is much more uniform and of a better quality
than has "been produced in previous years whether it he due to a
better grade of cement, the new mixer or to the use of a smaller
amount of water.
Y/ooden forms of the 3aioc!c-doYrn type Y/ere used. The form was
set on a strip of building paper on the floor of the laboratory,
the steel was wired in place, and the concrete was placed with
shovels and tamped with small "bar tampers. Wooden clamps made
up of two 2 x <J-in., pieces about 36 in., long separated at the top
by a cross piece the length of Y.hich Was equal to the widtH of the
form, and tied together by a bolt at the center were used to
hold the forms together. Due to stress and dampness the 2 x |-ln.
pieces warped and allowed the forms t-: separate somewhat resulting
in oversize beams. This difficulty was remedied by using ^-in.
channel sections in place of the 2 x 3J~in. pieces
.
Slight irregularities in the floor resulted in beams of some-
Nbat over 17 in,, total depth.
With us e, these wooden forms vfarped someYrtiat so some of the
beams were slightly curvod^in one case about 1 in., out of line at
the center, and others were tY/lsted. It is hardly thot that
this is sufficient to affect the total load carried in any case I
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but it seemed to cause unequal stress on opposite sides of the
"bean at the lower loads in beam-
The forms were left on the beams from four to seven days af-
ter which the beams were covered with burlap and left in place for
about two weeks. They were then stacked two beams deep and cov-
ered with wet burlap.
9. storage. - The beams were stored under burlap and wet
down at least twice a day until within from 7 tol© days before
testing at which time the burlap was removed and beams allowed to
dry out. Part of the cylinders were stored with the beams and
the rest in the damp room. The temperatures of the beams varied
from 55 degrees to 73 degrees P., and the temperature in the damp
room varied from about 6S degrees to 72 degrees F.
10. Preparation For Testing . - After the beams had dried out
they were first white-washed to make cracks more readily found.
All corks which remained in place after removal of the forms were
removed, aid all the holes were chipped out so as to expose ' he rod
at each point at which a strain gage hole was desired. Gage holes
were then drilled in the steel with a ETo. 5ji drill as is generally
done for strain-gage readings. This completed the preparation
until the observer took charge. However, it was found helpful in
obtaining good readings for the observer to go over all the holes
and ?:crk them out » with a strain gage before any readings were
attempted..
Handling. - At the time of pouring two stirrups or loops were
placed in the beams about 6 ft., from the ends bywiich the beams
could be lifted. An electric hoist was used to move the beams .
end put them in the testing machine.
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11. Loading . - The beams were loaded at four points with equal
loads as shewn in Pig. 1« The inner loo els were applied at the
one-third points of the 12-ft., test span, and the outer loads
were applied at points 32-iru, from the supports thus producing a
mQ|ttfoent ever the support twice that atfche center of the span.
The load was transmitted to the concrete beam thru J l- x g-in.
,
plates. They were set in plaster of paris in most cases in or-
der to distribute the "bearing and prevent crushing failure. The
concrete bea rested upon 6* x 8-in., plates supported by rollers.
The beam . generally rested directly upon the plates without em-
bedment in plaster of paris and no crushing was observed due to
qnequal bearings. The bottom of the beam was naturally smooth so
no trouble Aould be expected in this direction. In one case when
the beam was very much out of -plumb it was shimmed up with building
in
paper and ^another the beam was raised and set plumb in plaster of
paris. There were other instances where bea^s were cut of plumb
but only slightly so nothing was dene %o correct it.
A view of the apparatus is shown in Pig. 2. . It consists
of two 20-in. I-beams resting upon two 12-in. I-beams at each
end. The entire apparatus is made integral so as to remain cen-
tered, the upper and lower I-beams being held together by stirrups,
between I-beams and looped around the large roller shown. The
external stirrups kept the lower I-beams in a horizontal position,
while the apparatus was being hoisted into and out of position.
Thru this arrangement it was. possible to heel: the electric hoist
into the stirrup formed by the
-f—in., rod seen projecting above
the 20-in., I-beams and to move the apparatus intact thus saving
a great deal cf time in setting up the specimens.
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The load traveled from the head of the machine thru the if—in.,
holt, thru the 1 x 6-in., bloclcs, seen on top of the 20-in.
;
. I-
b earns to the large I-beams thence to the 12-in., T-beams and final-
ly was applied in four equal parts to the concrete "beam. Eqi] 3
distribution and freedom of end restraint was insured by the Use
of rollers thruout
.
The load was applied at the rate of about 0.3 in., per min.,
on most "beams up to a load of 120 000 lb, per—ao^_in., after which
the slow speedier about .06 in. per min., was used. The load
was generally brought up to the desired reading just once and no
effort was made tc keep it constant during the time of taxing read-
ings. The amounts that the load dropped off during the time of
talcing the observations is given in the original data. The per
trait of drop-off in terms of the load before the yield-point of
the longitudinal reinforcement of the beam had been reached was us-
ually so small that it would have had small effect on the readings
if load had been Kept constant. In some cases there may be in-
consistencies in the amount of drop-off due to the sluggishness of
the machine. It seems. that a sudden failure causing a shod: on
the machine often disturbs the laiife edges and unless these are
.properly adjusted again it may require as much as 2000 to 5000 lb,
to bring the weighing-beam of. the testing machine from the bottom
to tor, of gate. On the other hand when machine is in adjustment,
the addition of ICO pounds on the table of the machine will raise
the bear,;. This was not Known when the first beavs'were tested and
the load readings may not have been quite as accurate as the lat-
er ones. While the actual loads on the beams are sufficiently
accurate, dependence can not be placed on the amount of drop off
shown in some of the first beams tested.

XEEEIMENTAL DATA
AltD
LISCITSniOlT.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA Mm BISCTTgSIOff
.
General Remarfca . - The gage liner, common to most of the
beams were' numbered according to a definite scheme. The "beams were
divided into sections the first "being over the support. All num-
bers in this section were he" ween 1 and 10. The gage line on the
outer, lower "bar was ITo. 1; on upper, outer, "bar !7o. 2 and on up-
per, Inner "bar ITo. 3. Often only ITo. 2 was read. rcr the we"b
reinforcement the sections are not vertical and perhaps the term
section is a misnomer hut each section includes a corresponding
portion of each rod. The first digit of the numher indicates
the position on the "bar and the last one indicates on which "bar
the gage line is located. The 20' s are or the horizontal part
of the bars, next t~ the "bend at the top of the "beam, the 30 's are an
the inclined portion of the "bars adjacent to the top "bend;, the
>K)'s are near the center of the v/eh, the 30* s on the slope, ad-
jacent to the lower "bend and the 60' s are on horizontal ncrtions
near the lower "bend. Gage lines at the center of the "beam were
SI and ez.
Stirrups were designated "by the letters of the alphahet he-
gin:- Ing with "A, " 8 in. from the support «B, » 12 in. and so on
for each ^ in. space as far as the inner lead point. The upper
gage line on a stirrup was numbered »1» and the lower one, »2".
The gage lines on opposite sides and ends were similarly numhered
and readings at the north and south ends of the "beam as tested
are distinguished hy the letters it and n respectively. The four
gage lines on the top of the beams over the support were numhered
3 y and 3 s. All gage lines on the sides of the beams not re-
ferred to in the above descriptions of the numbering system may

be found in the photographs of the "bear/is, taJcen after the tests.
The gage linos on the top of the hear, could not he Shown hy
these photographs. Those over the supports have the numbers 3 IT
and 3s. There was one on each side of the beam at each end. oth-
er .gage lines on the top have numbers from 11 to 17 inclusive and
a letter (a or h) suffixed. Any gage line on the top of the
teeam for example 13b. was at the same distance from the support
as a gage line on the side having the corresponding number, in this
case 15. The data sheets are label ed East and west to avoid
any confusion in locating the various gage lines.
The beams were always placed in the testing machine in the
same way. The east end -f the beam as it was poured was turned,
south in the machine. This was done in order to detect any con-
sistent difference in strength of the two ends due to some unbook-
ed for peculiarity in the making, curing or testing of the beams
should such difference be present. Ho such peculiarity has been
discovered however.
The readings were taken with a Berry strain gage designed
especially to permit reading on reinforcement as Mich as lj in.
below the surface of concrete. This instrument is adjustable for
gage lengths up to g in. In all but the first two beams, however,
the gage length was in. and in these it was 6 in. The "--in.
ga«ge length was considered satisfactory to determine the stresses
with the necessary accuracy and has the advantage over a greater
gage length of giving more nearly the maximum stress in a bar at
the desired point.
Zero readings were taken with no load on the beam except the
weight of the beam itself. The machine was balanced with the

loading apparatus resting on. the heart of the machine so the reading
on the scale beam gives the actual lead including the apparatus
.
All calculations and curves are "based upon the load shown on the
'
scale beam thus neglecting the dead load of the "beam. The loads
used were planned to give shearing stresses, which were multiples
of 50 To. per sq.. in. This greatly reduced the time required for
plotting the stress-deformation curves. In choosing the shear-
ing' 3tress at which readings should he talcen an attempt was made
to reduce the number of readings to a minimum consistent with ob-
taining results that would completely determine the curves. For
this reason only part of the gage lines were read in many cases and
some were omitted entirely in the later beams. The last readings
were usually tafcen when the steel reached its yield^point* at some
gage line or when failure seemed imminent. In addition to the
strain gage readings, slip readings were also taien on the straight
bars in seme of the first beams tested. In certain tyres of beams
these readings showed no slip or showed a negative amount of slip,
indicating compression in the bars at these points, so consistent- .
ly that they were later omitted on such beams.
Per the salce of convenience and clearness the reinforcing
bars have been numbered as they pass over the south support. The
upper layer includes bars 1 to 1 being on the east side,
and the lower layer includes bars 5 to 8, there also being numbers
from the east. The sectional views of the beams show the posi-
tion of each bar over the support. In the phenomena of tests the
bar's will he referred to by number.
In speaking of the first bar down the bar bent down nearest
the support will be meant and similarly the others.
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The abbreviations n. i7:. face, it. e. face, g. ¥. face and
IT* W, face, will "be used mealing south of center, east side; north
of center, east side; south cf center west side; and north of
center west side, respectively.
Phenomena of Tests. - Since the general "behavior of all the
beams was very similar, only the phenomena peculiar to each spec-
imen will he given for the individual "beams,
ing df
Tension craclcs extend down to an/ in some cases across the
tension rods, to a point aoout *J- in. from top of "beam usually form-
ed at loads from 20 000 to 4-0 000 lb. There were instances where
s
no tension craclcs were visible at !f0 000 To. and other where the
craclcs extended downward 6 in. at the same load. As the load war,
increase'! these cracKs extended and new ones formed on both sides
of the support as well as directly above it. The tension cracl-s
at the middle of the beam usually did not appear until higher
loads were reached probably SO 000 To. This is to he expected
when it is remembered that there was usually 50$ more steel in
proportion to the bending moment at the center than over the sup-
ports .
The photographs of the beams plainly show the progress and
character of the craclcs.

12. Explanation of Tables. - The hewing of each of the tables
to 3 Inclusive affords explanation.
Table 6 gives the method of reinforc ing the beams, the maxi-
mum loads, shearing unit- stress at the aximum load and the
strength of the concrete cylinders made from the same "batch of
concrete as the beams. The shearing unit-stress is calculated by.
the formula, v^ v . The compressive strength of the cvlinders
bjd
generally is the average for two cylinders usually one 6 x 12- in.
and one g x 16 -in. cylinder. One of two columns gives the aver-
age strength of the cylindrs stored with the bear, and the other
gives the strength of these stored in damp sand.
13
.
Explanation of Marrams. - On pages II tc 119 will "be
found the Stress-Deformation Curves. These show the relation
between the shearing unit-stress on the "beam and the unit-deforma-
tion in the 9beel at each gage line for all loads. Deformations
Which greatly exceed the yield-point Reformation are usually not
plotted. The unit-deformations are obtained from the strain
gage readings "by the standard method of reduction used \>y the Ill-
inois Experiment Station,
The set of curves on pages ^20 to 3-37 show the variation of
stress along the bent-down "oars. The gage lines are laid off to
scale horizontally the distance between them being the average
dist nee between them measured on the bars in the beams. The
uni' -stresses are obtained from the unit-deformations, shown in the
itres 3-Deforation curves, assuming a modulus of elasticity of
30 000 000 lh. per sq.. in. for the steel. The value plotted for
any gi\ en gage line is the average of the values for this gage lire
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at both ends and both sides of the beam. Eaelh bean is shown by a
different Kind of a point, The curve drawn represents the average
for the two beams of the same Kind for a particular value of the
Shearing unit-stress. curves on pages 13? to Vi-2 are Average
Shear-tension curves. These are similar to the Stress-Deformation
curves except that stress instead of deformation of the steel is 1
plotted, and the values of the stress plotted are the averages of all \
gage lines similarly located on "both beams of the sane type.
These curves are plotted for gage lines 31, 32, 33, %Z and
and only for beams having inclined bars, without stirrups.
Curves showing the effect of angle, of spacing and of distance
from support to first bend are given on pages Vk3 to iM .
The stresses plotted are the averages for both beams. Each
of these curves will be explained more in detail in the analysis :-
of data.
The stress-deformation curves for the cylinders for each
"beam are shown on pages 20% to 21G • Extensometer readings were
taken on one cylinder for each beam aid the results are shown by
these curves.
l'r. Explanation of Photographs and Drawings. - The photographs
are self-explanatory. Views of both sides of all the beams and
in addition close-up views of some of the beams showing the con-
dition of cracks just before final failure or the condition of the
beams after failure are shown. In the full length views of the
beams the cracks are all painted. On the close views the cracxs
are usually only penciled. The end of the cracl: at each load is
marhed. The gage line numbers are also painted on the beams.
The drawings pages igi\ to C03 give the details of the rein-
forcing An each beam.
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16, Phenomena of Tests .
BEAM 330.-3
This was one of the plain beams with no steel crossing the
web. There were eight "bars over the support hoohed in the usual
way at their outer ends, hut run straight for a distance of 20
diameters past the point of inflection. In the "bottom of the
"beam were ! f- straight "bars which also extended 20 diameters past
the point of contraflexture
.
The location of the gage lines on this beam are shown in the
photograph, Fig. 3 . in order to detect any slipping of the
"bars Ames dials were attached to the outer bars of the lower lay-
er of negative reinforcement, "bars Ho. 5 and g. At the last Ob-
servations, with load of 93 800 lb. these dials all showed a slight
negative slip indicating compression. This is verified "by the
straii'x gage readings on gage lines 13 which were at the end of the
upper fears at the same point as the dials.
Small tension cracks formed over "both supports at 20 goo lb.
load and at 33 300 lb. similar cracKs were found crossing gage
lines 11 at all points except on the S, E. face. Up to a load of
9S 000 lb. this beam acted in the same manner as one with web re-
inforcement hut at this load a diagonal tension crach, formed and
was apparently opening up suddenly. The load reached 102 gOO lb.
when the beam failed suddenly at south end. A view of this beam
after failure but before removal from the testing machine is
shown on page 27 Pig. ^ . It will be noticed that diagonal
tension cracK extended up to the longitudinal steel and then fol-
lowed' the bars splitting off the concrete above the bars out to
the load point. The diagonal cracks running down from the inner
load points were also seen to be opening up somewhat at a load of



9" ceo lb, "out they never became dangerously large.
3EA?" 3SO. 2
This team was a duplicate of 380.1.
There were some additional gage lines on the steel of tois
beam but 210 slip measurements were taken. Readings were also
taken of the cleformat ions in the concrete web of this "beam near
the supports.
Up to a load of 61 3?o lb. the behavior of this "beam was sim-
ilar to its mate. ' At this load, however, a diagonal tension
crack formed at the s. E. extending from gage line 11a across "a tt
and "h^" stepping Just short of «e». At SI SCO 'lb. diagonal
cracks were visible across "a" toward »c» and Md w on IT. E
.
, and
across »a», »b», »c», »f », and «e» on S, v. On the s. E . the
crack noted at the previous load had extended across gage line
"e .
"
During the application of load up to the maximum of 1C-1 !- 000
lb. nothing new developed. The old cracks extended and increased
in size until the "beam failed suddenly at south end.
Special care was take to observe any slipping of the bars in
the top of the beam but none could be seen before failure. Prom
appearances it seemed that the diagonal crack opened up as far as
the horizontal bars and then extended along them toward the load
point until finally the whole mass of concrete above the rods
split off inWich case no slipping of the bars would be necessary
to cause failure.
BEAM 381.1
This beam had S of the 8 reinforcing bars bent down at prac-
tically one point, passing thru the line of inflection at mid-
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height of the beam.
The failure of this beam was unique only in the high ultimate
%,oa&d carriecu Diagonal cracks began to appear at about 70 COO lb,
load "cut final failure did net occur until 16 5 000 lb. when the
concrete began to crush under the bend in the bars at the ncirth
end of the beam. The load decreased to 1^0 000 when a set of
readings was taken. After ta.i:en the readings the load had de-
creased tc I3 1! 300 lb. failure occurred at the north end immedlate-
ly after talcing the last set of readings, without the application
of more load, by a rather violent explosion of the concrete under
the bends of bars. The condition of the heam after failure is
shown in the photograph.
BEAM 381.
2
The diagonal tension cracks extending from support toward
gage lines 21 and 22 at both ends were first noted after the appli-
cation of S3 0^0 lb. load. They were then about .01 in wide.
By the time the load had reaftied 105 500 lb. the diagonal cracls at
the north end had increased to a width of .03 In. At this load
there were also tension cracks across all gage lines 61 and 62.
As load was applied the diagonal craclcs opened slowly until a
load of 120 000 lb. had been reached when the one at the north end
began to open rapidly resulting in failure at a load of 12 ! I- 100 lb.
bem 382,1
This was the first of the set of beams made to stud.y the ef-
fect of angle of bend on the stresses- There were two bars ttown
S in. from support and three more 20 in. out, all at an angle of
$a.

The vertical center lines of the end faces of the "bean were
about | in. cut of plumb. Increments of load of 20 ! !-C0 lb. were
used. Up to a load of 81 600 lb. nothing "out small tension
cracks were visible "but about this time several diagonal cracks
formed between the support and the point of inflection. The lar-
gest of these was about 20 in. out and act ended from the top to
about the center of the beam. ITo new cracks of importance appear-
ed until at a load of 1^2 800 lb. a somewhat flatter diagonal
tension crack formed at the north end crossing the center of the
we"b about 27 or 2S in. from the support or about 5 in. from the
point of inflection. This crack could not be traced any c?Loser
than to within about in. of the edge of beam at the top and "bottom.
At 163 200 lb. a cracl: similarly located but extending only a.bout
one-third of the distance across the beam from the top, appeared
at the south end. The first mentioned diagonal cracks were also-
opening up and extending. An increa.se. of load up to 166 000 lb.
caused tension failure in steel over supports, and the width of
the original diagonal tension cracks had increased to about 1/32 in.
The load was further increased, at 175 500 lb. another set of
readings was taken and at 176 000 lb. the load began to drop off
rapidly and "beam failed by diagonal tension at the north end.
B]jAT.T 3S2.2
The usual tension cracks followed by the more inclined cracks
were found on this beam. At a load of S3 000 lb. a diagonal
crack was visible across gage line 31 on both sides and at both
ends, and at 103 £00 the same thing was true for gage line 32.
At 169 500 many of the cra.cks had opened up considerably-. The
tension crack fiver the ". Support was about .0^ in. vide and the
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diagonal crack across gage line 22 Bf, was "bout .01 in. wide
and the one across gage line 31, ahout .01 in. wide. On the it. w,
the largest crack was across gage lines 22 and 31. This Wai
ahout .01 in. wide. At the south end the cracks across gage
line 21 were ahout the same width "but the crack ahout 8 in. out-
side of the support on the S. 3. was nearly .03 in. wide.
At a load of 175 500 lh. the concrete "began to crush under
"bends of first bar "bent Sown at w. end. The diagonal cracks had
changed very little hut the the tension cracks had opened up to
ahout 3/16 in. At the 5. end cracks at an angle of ahout 30 degi
with vertical were ahout J in. wide. Load reahed 1S3 700 lh. v/hen
the crack at ahout K5 degree angle opened up and hear,i failed sud-
denly at north support
.
BEA" 3^3.1
Before any load was applied to this "beam, horizontal cracks
were noticed "below the third "bar "bent down at north end undouhted-
ly due to settlement of the concrete in setting.
Up to a load of 166 200 To. nothing noteworthy happened. At
this load the concrete was apparently crushing under the "bends of
the first two "bars at the north end leaving a crack ahove the "bar.
The diagonal cracks never hecame serious and "beam failed hy ten-
sion over support at south end at a load of 1&3 000 lh.
BTOAI.T 3S3.2
At a load of 168 000 lh. a diagonal crack crossing "between
gage lines 21 and 31 at the north end was ahout .06- in. wide and
the first "bars "bent down had pulled away from concrete slightly
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at the bend. At the S. end the corresponding cracl; was about .01
in, wide and crushing was commencing under the "bend of the first
"bar on east side. At 17 000 lb. the diagonal cracK at the
south end opened up rapidly and concrete spalled under first "bar
on- west side. At ISO 000 lb. the concrete "began crushing slight-
ly about 1 in. outside of the north support.
Maximum load was 181 500 lb. This "beam finally failed "by
a diagonal craclc opening up at about iJ-5 degrees and starting at
north support "but the cause of failure can hardly "be ascribed to
diagonal tension. The concrete under the bends of the bars spall-
ed away so much that they lost their effectiveness in resisting
either web stresses or tensile stresses due to the bending moment.
BEAM 33^.1
Ames dials were attached to the ends of the straight bar's to
detect any slip but as usual these dials showed that there was
compression instead of tensiomn these bars. The south dials
;
showed from .007 to .013 in. movement while the north dials showed I
an average movement of .025 in.
Ho diagonal tension cracks of any size developed in this beam.
Tension cracfcs starting at top of beam from a point about 6 to g in
on either side of center line of support appeared at the, usual loads
At a load of 16H- 4-00 lb. sealing of the steel was noted in
both supports. The concrete showed evidence of slight ©rushing
under bend:? of first two sets of bars .down at each end. Th e
beams failed at a load of 1J6 700 lb. by a diagonal cracl-: running
up from south support but failure was probably due primarily to
the large elongation of tension steel over support.
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BEA!.! 38% *a
The readings at 159 !J-00 lb, showed that the steel was past
the elastic limit at gage lines 21. The &iagoiial tension oracles
were all small, the largest crossing gage lines 22 and. *HL. At
159 ^00 lb. the diagonal craclrs were still "but tension craelcs over
north support were about |- in. wide. At 171 200 lb. the diagon-
al cracK on S. w. face was ah out .01 in. wide and a large tension
crael: had formed outside the north support. The load was increas-
ed to 17'f -'i-00 lb. when concrete crushed under bend of first "bar on
IT. E. face. Load dropped to 170 000 Tb. but soon increased again
to 17£ 600 lb. when spall ing occured under the first bend on IT. w.
face. Load again dropped off about P.6 000 lb. With continued
application of load, the load decreased- to 172 000 lb. when the
concrete spalled under second bar on : T . E. face.
At the time the beam reached its maximum load readings were
taken on gage lines 4-1, south, end. The east side showed a de-
formation from two to three times the elongation at the yield point
of the steel.
Hence it is apparent that though the beam actually failed by
a crushing of the concrete under the bends, the web stresses were
really very high.
KffM 325.1
Slight settlement cracks noted under the bends of the second
bar down (bar ! on the west side at both ends of "oeam.
The steep diagonal cracl: crossing gage line 21 was about J l-
in. long at 3. end and about 10 in. long at ST. end at a load of
6*2 500 lh. At "3 500 lb. a diagonal cracX crossed gage line 22
and the lower end -f 31 both ends making an angle of about ^5 de-
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greu-s with the vertical. The cracks across gage line 21 IT and s
began to open up at 125 300 lb. aipeciially at tae north end. At
146 200 lb. a snort crack formed across 42 3. at the point of in-
flection. Another crack formed very close to this at the S. end
and a similarly located one at the :t. end at 165 000 in. At this
load the tension cracks over the supports opened wide and the
widest diagonal crack was about .02 in. The bars were just "be-
ginning to pull away from the concrete at the "bends at the and
of the beam and the Ames dial showed a slight slip of the straight
"bar near inner load point. At the S, end also there was a slight
crushing under the bends of the bars but the dials readings showed
ton
negative slip indicating compressfeag in the bar at this point.
Prom this point the beam took load slowly up to 176 300 lb. which
wasfhe maximum load applied.
BEAM 3
2
At north end inclined craclcs crossed both gage lines 21 and
31, at load of 62 TOO lb. but at south end there was only one cracl;
and that crossed only 21. At a load of 164 000 lb. a craclt appeal-
ed near each of the inner load points and at 168 000 lb. this
crack had extended down to gage line 31 at each end. These
cracks over the supports and the steepest diagonal cracks at
each end were about .02 or .03 in. -.vide. As the load was applied
the tension cracks at both supports opened up. Later a tension
crack opened up £ gage line 61 IT. and soon another at the center
of the beam. As this tension crack i the center extended it
branched out into two parts* The load carried by the beam increased
up to a maximum of 190 000 lb. When the concrete failed in com-
pression about 20 in. :t. of the center of the beam.
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Slight settlement craoJcs were noted under "bar 1 near gage line
22 at 3. end and under bead &f "bar 2 at it. end. Action at hotti
ends was very similar for lower loads. An inclined eracX crossed
gage line 21 at "both ends at 61 ?0O IT?, load another crossed 22
and 31 at 62 -'100 l"b. and at a load of 123 6 00 lb. a craclc extended
fro ra the top of the "beam at gage line 23 downward toward the sip-
port at an angle of ahout 4-5 degrees. At 16-'J- £00 lb. a craclc
extended from the rods at gage line 33 toward the inner lead point
at IT. end. At the S, end a similar craclc formed at 17 !r 000 lb.
The diagonal cracl: crossing gage line 21 was bout .02 in. wide at
S. end and about .03 in. wide at the IT. end of the "beam. These
cracks continued opening up and were about J in. wide at 137 000
lb. when the concrete spalled out under first "bend at n. w.
Spall ing dollowed on the S. at IBS 200 lb. the maximum load
parried.
BEAM 386.2
As usual the first inclined craclc crossed the horizontal
reinforcement about 8 in. from the sir-port at a load of 6*2 200 lb.
other eraclcs formed at flatter angles as the load v;as increased.
At I2 lf ^00 lb. a craclc was noted extending from gage line 32 toward
the load point* At a load of I67 200 To. the craclc across 22 S.
was about .03 in. wide. All the crac-:s were still small at IT. end
altho the steel had passed yield-point at gage lines 21 and 22.
As the load was further increased the diagonal oracles opened up
across gage lines 22 S. and 21 IT. At 18B 000 lb. the concrete
crushed under the first bend, "bars 3 and 3, at S. end and load fell
off.
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BEAM 387.1
Slight settlement craclcs under "bends at south end.
in addition to the steeper diagonal oracle crossing gage lines
21 or Jl which were noted at a load of about 63 900 ib. a cracX
also formed across 21 and "between 31 and tyl IT. extending to within
6 in. of the support on the IT. E. face. At 165 000 no. the ten-
sion craclcs over the l". support opened up and tne diagonal eraefc
starting at gage line 22 it. was fairly large between inclined
"bars. At the south end tne craclcs were smaller "but a new cradle
crossed gage line 32 at this load. Crushing under "bends near
r
gage lines 31 3. E. and 21 and 22 on both sides at IT. end occurAed
at a load of 176 000 lb. At IS 2 000 lb. diagonal craclc formed
from loafi point across gage lines 3I2 and 51 it. With further
application of the load the concrete spalled first under the bend
of the second bar bent down outside of support on the IT. W, and
later under the bends inside of the srpport. The load carried by
the beam fell off somewhat and a very flat diagonal eracfc formed
running up from the support at an angle of -erhaps 20 degrees, wit!
the horizontal. A maximum load of IS 2 £00 lb. was carried but
the load at failure was only ISO 100 lb. Failure was a sudden
by the opening up of the craclc crossing gage line 31 at north end.
BBAM 387.2
The ^3 deg. craclcs crossing gage line 22 were noted at either
the 62 6K0 lb. or the S3 320 lb. load. At 123 2S0 lb. a craclc
was found crossing gage line S. and stopping short of the edge
of the bean by nearly one-third the depth of the beam at each end
of the craclc. At 157 700 lb, the diagonal craclcs began to open
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up on all sides except ttte •:. '. Failure occured at 16"8 4-60 lb«
by a gradual opening up of the diagonal crac:-: across gage line
51 sou tii end.
beam 3gg;i
This beam did net form a part of any of the three principal
sets of "beams "but was one of the extra types having ! J- "oars down
at an angle of 32-J- (leg., 1^ in. from the apport
.
The first diagonal craclcs appeared at 6*2 200 To. crossing gage
lines 21 inclined, at an angle of about %3 deg. At 23 700 lb.
sh:.rt cracks formed at a somewhat flatter angle. At 125 500 a
diagonal crac}: was found crossing gage line M F. and M and 12 S.
The largest diagonal cracl: at 167 300 lb. was about .02 in. wide
on 17. E. The one on opposite side of the beam was *out .03 in.
The tension cracl: across gage line 71 had opened up to about 0.1
in. in width by the time the load had reached 172 000 lb. Bar
Hp, U- IT. end slipped at gage line ITo. 13 at 173 200 lb. and soon
afterward .all the straight bars at u. end had slipped considerably #
They slipped about 1 in. before load was finally released. Load
dropped to 166 000 lb. after the bars slipped and the concrete
crushed under the bends of bars finally spall ing badly.
Itaximum load carried was 173 200 lb.
BEAM 322.2
The S. end of this bear.! was about $ in. out of plumb.
A diagonal cracl:, at about ^5 deg. extended from the top of
beam to gage line !l-l on the BT« W. at a load of S3 500 lb. At a
load of 10 1! }K)0 lb. similar craefcs formed at the s. end, and on
the B. side IT. end a diagonal cracl: crossed gage line 31 extending
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to within about 5 in. of the "bottom and 1 in. of the top of the
team. By this time the load had readied 12? 000 Tb. the crack
across Hi 3. E. was .03 in. wide and the one across 21 was about
.01 in. wide. On other side of he am the oracles were about the
same except the crack across !fl was narrower, proh ahly ahout ,02
in. -At N. end cracks were still fine. straight hars showed
evidence of slip at 3. end. Load increased to 200 lh. when
diagonal cracic at S. end began to cnen nv rapidly due to steel
failure at gage line if-. Failure seemed to proceed from the slip-
ping of the straight hars at gage line 13 %§ the steel failures at
gage line !fl, then the diagonal crack opened up considerably and
concrete began to split off above straight bars and finally the
concrete seemed about to crash under-bends . Failure was gradual
and the maximum load carried was 1^3 200 lb.
BEAM 329.1
The beam of the 359 group were the same as those of the 38E
group were with the addition of ! f- stirrups "between the support and
the inner load point at each end. Cracks across gage lines 21
and making an angle of about ^3 deg. with the vertical appeared at
61 300 lb. Gracks at about angle or a little flatter crossed
gage lines 31 "". 3. and 31 S. V. at 82 ]J-00 lb. and at 123 lh.
diagonal oracles extended from the top of the beam across tfcU IT- w.
and 31 3. E. to a point about three-fourth the depth of the beam
from the top. A load of 170 500 lb. was applied and a set of
readings taken. After which the load was again applied. Tension
cracks formed over 3. support opened up to a width of about J in.,
then the cracic crossing gage lines 12 and m at the north end wid-
ened to about 3/16 in. As this crach began to increase in width
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the load fell off slowly and was about Vv6 ooo lb, WJien sadden
failure occured by the further opening of this craclc and the
split ting off of the concrete above the straight rods between the
craok: and the load point.
The maximum load reached was 17^ 000 lb.
BEAM 5 £9.2
At £1 200 lb. there were fine craclcs along the two stirrups
near the sipport and the SI 6*00 lb. load only increased the nunber
and size of these. At 102 000 lb. diagonal craclcs began to ap-
peal* on the tt. E. and 3. E. Similar cracks formed on the other
side of bean £ loa.ds frora 122 3J-00 lb. to 161 000 lb. These craclcs
made an angle of approximately ^5 deg. with the vertical and
crossed either gage line 31 or }41 or between ther,i. At X66 000 l"o.|
is
a tension crack opened up near the center of the beam. At the load
the diagonal crack crossing 21 G. was about .05 in. wide and the
tension craclcs over the supports were about
-J in. in width. The
tension failure at the center of the beam caused a crushing of the
concrete at the center and failure at IS? 000 lb.
BEAT! 390.1
This beam and its mate were the only two in which the bars
were the sane, being bent down. Two bars were ben<f_ down at
each of four points with a spacing of S in. between bends.
Settlement craclcs were under bar at gage lines 23 S. and
24 ir. before loading.
Diagonal craclcs began forming on the 4.5 deg. line from the
support at about 80 £90 lb. and extended nearly to the center of
the web. The diagonal craclc across gage line 21 G. 33. was about
J in. wide at 170 000 lb. and the one across 31 IT. E • was about
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1/32 iii. wide. Concrete was crashing under "oar at gage lines 21
I ana Jl S, E, As load was increase'! trie diagonal cracks near tile
support opened up, the concrete "began to crush first under the Tsars
"bent down nearest the sir-port and then under the next one and so
on.' Later the concrete spoiled under the first and third bars
3. S. and load fell off. After the maximum load, 181 300 Id.
had "been reached on low speed the next higher speed of the machine
was used. The 3*ad^ again reached 180 000 lb. when the S. end of
bean split vertically, along the length of the beam. The close
view photographs of this beam before and after removing the position
of concrete which split off show what happened.
BEAT' 390.2
On the E. side of the beam there were inclined craclcs crossing
gage lines 22 and 32 at a load of 6*0 700 lb. At 81 000 lb. a
crack had crossed 41 it. w. and at 121 400 lb. concrete had cracked
across !f2 3. E. The tension crack over the :t. support was about
•04 in. in width at 16*3 500. Steel stress had not passed the
yield-point at S. support. The diagonal cracks to gage line 22
IT, 2. were about .01 in. wide at this time and the opposite side
was similar. At the 3. end the crack crossing gage line 31 w$b
about .01 in. wide. Concrete crushed slightly under bend on bars
Bo. 5 and 8 leaving a crack above bar at this point. At 176* 000
lb. a tension crack opened up over 3. support.. The one at "".
support was about 3/I6* in. wide by this time. Soon after this
the diagonal crack across 22 3. 32 . opened up and .at 180 500 lb.
excessive crushing and spalllng of concrete took place under bar
iTo. o 3. support. At 186 000 lb. the concrete crushed and spall-
ed somewhat under bar atf gag? line 22 it, E. Due to this spalllng

the load dropped to 170 000 lb. and remained distant. Just as
macMne was stopped the S. end of the beam outside of the support
failed with aloud report, leaving "beam Imdly shattered as aiown
in the photograph.
x)jjjAiA
_p y«L vi.
Cracks crossing gage lines 21 and running toward the support
appeared at loads varying from % ^00 It), to 63 6*00 lb. and "began
to open up considerably at 127 !^00 To. A craclc crossing gage
lines 23, 32 and "between 31 and 4-1 was»ted at 127 ^00 lb. on "both
sides lit the S. end and on the 5, side at the IT. end. On the IT.
E. another craclc formed parallel to this and about 6* in. closer
to the center of the "beam. These latter never reached the top of
the beam. At 163 ^00 lb. diagonal craclcs formed extending from
the Inner load points toward the support an angle of about ^5 deg.
These sraclcs started from 2 in. to ; .L in. from the to; of the "beam
and extended across all the bent down "bars to a point within % in.
to 6 in. from the bottom of the beam. It will he noted that these
cracks pas 3 very closs to the theoretical point of inflection.
At a load of I67 500 lb. there were i. ndications that steel was
slipping thru the concrete at gage lines 21 IT. and 22 IT. and gage
line 21 S. The craclc across 21 IT. and 22 IT. was about .05 in.
wide and the corresponding craclc at the n. end was about .03 in.
The other diagonal craclcs were still small at 17E 000 lb. the con-
crete appeared to be crushing under bays l \- and 1, the second bars
down. By the time a load of l? Jf 000 lb. had been reached the
tension craclc ever JT« support was about | in. wide and about J in.
wide over 3. support. The diagonal craclcs across gage lines 21
were about J in wide. A strain gage reading on gage line 3-1 IT. E«
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at this time Indicated a stress of iJ-0 COO rb. per so, in unless
the yi&d point of the steel had "been exceeded. The lead was in-
creased *c 1?6 £00 l"b. when a diagonal craei outside of ~. support
opened up and the concrete spalled under the "bends near the end cf
the beam. Load dropped off and machine was stopped.
TiT* ALT 7Q1 o
At S. end a oracle crossed gage line 21 at ^0 900 lb. load.
Diagonal cracks crossing gage lines 21, 22, 23, 31 and 32 at IT.
end formed at 61 3 00 lb. At *1 3 00 and 102 200 To. additional
short diagonal cracks were noted midway "between 1he support and in-
ner load point. The load was increased up tc l£ J! !r00 lb. when the
diagonal craclcs crossing gage lines 21 were opening rapidly. A
set of readings was ts&en here and loaing continued until the max-
imum load 172 000 lb, was reached.
T>-m -* r, o 1
Jj.u . yd »i.
At 62 300 lb. inclined craclcs crossed the horizontal steel
near gage lines 21. At £3 000 and 12^- 500 lb. short diagonal
cra^xzs formed near- the center cf the weh about midway "between
support and inner load point. The diagonal cracl: across gage
line 21 was ahout .03 ir . ..vide at the latter load. At gage lines
22 and 21 the "bar wai> pulling away from the concrete leaving a
eraclc on the lower side at 22 and tipper side at 21 apparently due
to shear'. The load was applied at second speed (as was usually
done up tc a load of ahcut 160 000 To. on "bears having weh rein-
forcement) and "beam failed at 1 !?< <00 Tb. Up to this point there
had "been no serious tension cracks or any crushing of the concrete
under the "bends
.

At the S . end the main diagonal cracx formed crossed gage
lines 21 and 22 and extended to the inner edge of the support.
At a load of 61 600 lb. it had reached about to the center cfthe
weir and extended slowly for each increment of lead from then on.
ITo other diagonal cracxs of any importance formed at this end.
A similar cracx formed at the IT. end of the beam "but In addition
there weie several ether diagonal craexs. At 123 300, there
was one extending from gage line if-3 downward toward support at an
angle of about M-5 degrees. This stopped about % in. from -he bot-
tom of the beam. Another cracK somewhat steeper than this start-
ed near the load point at this same load and extended to gage
line 51. The cracx across gage line 21 IT. E. was about .02 in
2
wide just below the rod at this load and narrower at both ends.
On the S. end the corresponding cracK was about .01 in. wide being
slightly wider on the w. side. Here again the crack was widest 1
just below the bars. At 175 300 lb. the diagonal cracx IT. E. was
about 3/16 in. wide. concrete spalled slightly under bend on bar
£ IT. W. Load reached If6 *M)Q when beam failed by diagonal ten-
sion. Either both ends failed simultaneously or the shod- of the
failure at IT. end caused the cracx to open up at the g, end.
The failure at the south end however was not so complete as at the
north end.
mm 393.1
Settlement cracx was noted under bar 2 S. 35
.
ITo diagonal craexs appeared at ! l-l ! f-00 lb. Toad but some small
ones were noted across gage lines 21 at a load of 62 O-l-O lb. At
82 700 lb. craefcs were noted crossing gage line 31 and also crossing
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32 extending tc *KL, At 1PJ\- QUO lb. a diagonal cracl: extended
from the gage line 33 hy E. to 51 IT. E. A large diagonal orach
extended from the load point down to gage line 6*2 at the 12*f OffO-lto.
load. Increasing the load up to 16k 000 lb. the cracl: across
21 "IT. opened up and concrete crashed under first and second "bends.
The load dropped to V4-S f}no lb. and never readied 16 -1 000 lb. a-
gain altho the machine was run for some time.
VSUBt 393.2
HO cracks at any considerable angle with the vertical formed
until at a load of 62 200 lb. cracks were noted crossing gage lines
32 at "both it. and s. ends. At 83 ooo lb. smother cracfc paralleled
the above mentioned one at IT. end crossing gage line h2. At s.
end a cracl: about 5 in. long was discovered about 6* in. s. of load
point near the center of we"b of beam. This cracl: extended to the
bottom of the beam when the next load, 12^- *I00 lb. was applied. -
Also at this load a cracl: crossed gage line 53 IT. extending across
the middle third of the web. Load increased, up to 17c 000 lb.
When the cracl: crossing bar 5 "between gage lines 21 U. and 31 it.
had increased to about .0 ; !- in. in width and concrete was just be-
ginning to spall under the bend of the same bar. At this time
the cracl: across gage lines 53 IT. and 6*2 IT. was about .03 in. wide.
At G. end the cracl: from load point to J:he it. end of gage line 62
was about .01 to .02 in. wide, While tahing readings at this
load the "beam failed, toy diagonal tension thru gage line 51 IT.
Haximum load carried was 170 000 lb.
hi:at: 39^.1
At 63 100 lb. short diagonal tension cracks appeared under
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each of the three points of "bending down the- "bars at K* ft. The
appearance of the heam was quite similar at the ether corners.
At a load of gif 100 lb, a eracK crossed all three "dots near the
point of inflection. This craci later extended nearly to the top
of the beam. A^ 16 1 0C0 Ih. the cracl: from first oend f. E . was
about .06 in. wide and then was a small crack under the "bar at
gage line 22. This cracK was only about one-half as fide on the
west side of the "beam as on the east. The south end of the "beam
was about the same as the north end "but the cracl: across gage line
21 was about .06 in. wide on both sides. when the load reached
17^ 500 lh. the tension cracl: at S. support opened up to about -} la
and concrete crashed under first "bend on the EN with a fur-
ther application of the load, the concrete spalled hadly under the
"bends at IT. end of "beam.
The close-view photograph of this "beam shows the condition of
the north end east side "before tension failure occured.
BEAM 39^.2
A load of 60 700 lb. caused cracks across gage line 21 extend-
ing about one-half way across the weh at "both ends of the "beam.
A cracl: extending from gage line 23 across the "bars at an angle
of ahout ^5 deg. appeared at the south end of the heam at a load
of 121 *K50 lb. and at the north end at 163 000 111, At the latter
load the cracl: crossing gage lines 21 and 22 8 . was ahout ,08 in.
wide hut the corresponding crack on the IT. end was still fine.
A cracl: opened up ahout in. outside of the S. support at a load
at a load of 173 300 lb. on this load the concrete crushed under
the "beads on "bar 5 at IT. B . and G. E. at a load of 175 000 lb.

FO crushing on the west side at this load. The load increased
very slowly, in fact it remained nearly constant for some time
and then it picked up quite rapidly to 186 000 lb, A maximum
load of 1?5 !l-00 lb. war. reached When concrete spalled "badly under
the "bends at the south end.
BEAH 395.1
This "beam was considerably warped. The it. end was also out
of plumb, the top. of team "being ahout | in. of the "bottom.
A load of 62 K00 lb. caused cracks across gage lines 21 all
around and also across gage line 22 S. W. During the applica- .
ticn of the next increment of load, at a load of ahout 32 00 lb,
the diagonal crack inside of S. support opened up rapidly and '"by
the time the load ho/1 reached 83 200 lb. the crack extended to
within ahout 5 in. of the hottom of the "beam. The corresponding
crack at the IT. end was just ahout as long hut finer. At 12k 800
lh. these cracks were "both ahout .02 in. wide. At I50 000 Ih.
the one at G. end was .05 in. and at IT. end .03 in. At IT. end
"bars 5 and Z had pulled away from the concrete slightly, at S
.
end "bars 3 and g had pulled away slightly, they being ahout .05 in.
and bars 1 and had also pulled away slightly. Load increased
up to I65 000 lh. and then dropped to 163 ZOO lh., prohahly due
to crushing of concrete under bends at S, end. Photograph shows
condition of E. side G. end of hear.- at this stage. The cracks
on the west were ahout the same hut the crushing under the "bends
was less pronounced. At the 7. end the diagonal crack was still
fine. With further application of the load the concrete spalled
under the first two hends at the G. and the diagonal crack opened
up to perhaps 3/16 in. in width. The load carried by the beam

continued to increase up to 180 600 lb. when sudden failure oc cur-
ed. The diagonal crack at 11. end was about % in. wide at the
time of failure.
An interesting fact, "brought out in this test, as may he
seen "by a glance at the photograph, is the absence of diagonal
cracks crossing the web reinforcement.
mm 395.2
At 61 4-00 lb. a diagonal crack at S. end extended half way
across the web crossing gage line 22. At 17. end a similar crack
extended to within about H- in. of the "bottom of the "beam. These
oracles were much more distinct on the m. side of the "beam than og.
the w. side. They kept widening gradually as load was applied
and at 14-0 200 lb. the beam seemed to be near failure, the cracks
on both sides of bear: being about .02 in. in width. At 166 000
lb. the cracks at :t. end were about .O'f in. wide at center of web
and narrower at both end, at S. end the crack extended full width
to the top of beam. The concrete spalled under the first toro
bends at I67 000 lb. and beam failed quite rapidly but not with
violence. The absence of diagonal cracks across the bent down
bars is to be noted for this beam also as in the case of its mate.
BEAT! 396.1
This beam had 6 bars down at the point of inflection and stir
rup spaced g in. beginning g in. from the apport. Diagonal
cracks began forming at 61 ?oo lb. load crossing the center of the
web about 16 in. from the support. Vertical cracks along the
first and second stirrups were also noted at this load. The
steep crocks above the support opened up considerably at 123 600
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To. and at a load of 16 1! SCO It). tne Steel over S. support had
passed the yield point. Short diagonal oracles from the inner
load points formed at loads varying from 123 600 lb, to 200 lb.
With an increase of load the tension cracks were opened up over
the supports and concrete spalled slightly under some of the "bends.
Maximal: load carried was 132 600 lb.
39^.2
Eue to some mistake this "beam was not "built as designed.
Instead of "bending all 6 of the bars down thru the point of in-
flection two of the bars from the upper layer were "bent down 10
in. farther from the support. A diagonal tension cradle appeared
at the IT. end at 61 700 Id. and at the 3. end at #2 3 00 lb. Oth-
er than these the cracks were nearly vertical many of them forming
along the stirrups. The yield-point of the steel was passed at
a load of 16 5 000 lh. hut "before a set of readings could "be taken
the team failed very suddenly. Failure came unexpectedly and in
a very unusual manner. The concrete outside of the ends of the
bars at IT. end sheared off. From the violence with which Hie roll-
er and plates were thrown against the north wall of the laboratory
it might seem that the roller slipped out and that the failure
was due to the impact of the apparatus on the end of the beam.
However this does not seem likely since it never cccured during
any other test and in many cases the end of the beam was bent down
at a much greater angle than this one.
BEAU 397.1
The more nearly vertical cracks formed at about the same loads
in this beam as was usual for the beams having bent down bars
...7*. ^
'J*-
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for web reinforcement . seme of the more inclined cracl-s formed
along the stirrups For some distance. At a load of 120 000 rb.
a craeh was noted running from a.,point at the top of tne beam a-
bout 20 in. from the support to the edge of the IT. support. At
the 170 000-lb. load the diagonal eracX extending from the support
to the first stirrup at the top of the "beam was about .07 in. wide
corresponding cracl; at ?T. support was 02ily about .02 in. wide.
The steel apparently passed the yield-point at a load of 168 000
lb. sine the bo.;*:, tool: load much more slowly after this load was
readied. As the load was increased the cracK across the top of
the first stirrup from the 3. support opened up to a width of about
} in. The tension cracl; over the u. support opened up to about
i in. and two tension crachs also opened up to a width of .05 in.
or more. At 192 500 lb. the concrete crushed and bulged out un-
flea: bends at S. end of beam and load fell off. This was the
highest load carried by any beam.
The slip dials on this beam showed no movement at all.
BEAT" 397.2
This beam was croolced and also out of plumb. The center of
the bear.: was about & in. east of a line joining the ends. Paper
shims were used to plumb up the beai .
The first diagonal crach to cross a stirrup formed at 82 200
lb. and crossed gage line B2 at both ends. A steep cracfc which
branched off across gage line B 1 also appeared at the it. end at
this lead. At 123 300 lb. lead diagonal eraefcs crossed the
Stirrup J and extended toward the inner load point at all four
faces. The beam took load uniformly up to 16'!- JJ-00 lb. when load 1
dropped to 157 700 lb. due probably to the opening up of a tension

crack ever S. support which toolc place at this time. The diagon-
al cracfc to the top of stirrup r was about .01 in. wide on E. side
and .02 in. vide at \7, side at this load. The corresponding cracks
at the IT. end of "beam were still fine "but the diagonal cracx with-
in about Z in. of the support was from .01 to .02 in. in width.
With the application of load the tension cracl: over 5. support
opened up. It was about J in. at 169 000 lb., and slight crushing
occured near the supports on the west side at a load of 175 000 lb.
This was probably due to uneven hearing caused by the paper shims
used. However it is hardly thot the crushing which occured was
sufficient to affect the load carried. Readings on Stirrup B,
S. W. tf£owed that at gage line Bl the steel was beyond the yield-
point at a load of 172 000 lb. After failure it was found that
the sliped portion was off about
-J in. TIaxirnum load came at
179 600 lb. when the concrete spalled under the bends of the bars
about in. G. of IT, support. It is not thot that the straight
bars at IT. end slipped before the maximum load had been reached.
BEAM 59<CM
The load was not applied to this bean at the same rate as in
most cases due to the fact that the power was off and load had to
^.applied by hand after a load of ^2 200 lb.
Settlement cracl:s were noted under bar 1 at gage line 22.
Only one important diagonal cracl: developed at Bach end.
At the 3. end this cracl: extended across the horizontal steel to
the final stirrup, C at a load of 6*3 300 lb. and to within 3 in.
of the bottom of the beam at a load of S !l %o6 lb. At the IT. end
it crossed the stirrup C at 63 300 lb. and extended to within a-
bout 2 in. of the bottom of the beam at 8^ *K)0 lb. load. At

At 126 600 lb. load this crack was from .01 to .03 in. wide on the
different faces of the beam. The load increased im to 16*8 000
To. fftien tne diagonal crack at tne u. end opened up suddenly and
load dropped to 114 000 lb. The stirrup crossing this ©rack held
the parts of the beam together. Maximum load was 168 000 lb.
TJfl »r -r or« n
This "beam was "badly out of plumb, its top leaning toward the
east, and was set in plaster of parls to aemedy this fault.
One large principal diagonal crack at each end which formed
near the top of the second stirrup from the support and crossed
the first stirrup at the tor, of gage line c 2 at a load of £2 >loo
lb. This crack extended to within about 5 in. of the "bottom of
the beam at the IT. end and to within about 3 in. of the "bottom at
the G. end. The strain gage readings indicated a deformation
"beyond the yield-point for the steel at gage line CI on the west
side north end. At 159 TOO lb. the steel over support passed the
ylfiLd-point and the tension ctaek at this point began to open up.
This continued with practically no other change in the beam un-
til a load of 175 100 lb. was reached when the IT, end of beam
failed by diagonal tensionln crack described above. iTo large
tension or diagonal cracks formed at the S. end of the beam.
BBiH 399
The top of beam at 3. end was about »4 in. out of plumb toward
the east
.
Diagonal cracks crossed all gage lines 21 by the time a load
of S3 300 lb. had been applied. At 1?J L 900 lb. these cracks were
about •Ol in. wide. Other diagonal crac!:s somewhat further out

were finer at 160 100 Id. new diagonal crack crossed the web "be-
tween the point of inflection and a point midway from the support
and the load point appeared at the IT. end. This was visible to
within a very short distance of the top of the "bean raid within a-
bout 3 in. of the hot torn. The concrete showed slight crushing
under the first bend at IT. end E. side and the diagonal crack cross-
ing gage line 31 was about .03 in. wide. At 171 000 l"b. the
concrete crushed and diagonal crack was opening up rapidly. The
tension crack over IT. support was ahout ,01 in. wide and the diag-
onal crack at S. end cf beam was ahout .12 in. wide. There were
no indications of tension failure or crushing of the concrete un-
der bends at G. support. The maximum load readied was 176 100
lb. when concrete spalled under the bends on IT. E. end and the
IT. end failed suddenly by diagonal tension.
v BE AT.I 399.2
The steeper diagonal cracks crossing gage lines 21 appeared
at 61 700 lb. and at G. end this crack had passed the center of
the web at this load. Another crack crossing gage line 52 IT.
and running toward the inner load point was also noted at this
time. At 123 iJ-00 lb. a short crack extending between gage lines
and 31 IT. appeared on the E. side. At this load the width of
the cracks about .03 in. indicated that the steel had passed the
yield-point at gage line 21 and the second bars bent down had pull-
ed away from the concrete all around. The concrete beg.m spallint
under bar 3 U. E. and the diagonal crack at IT. end was about 3/16
in. wide. Load reached 18H- 900 lb. when concrete spalled under
first bend IT. E. and load dropped off.
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%00 .1
Tills beam bad only fcur "bars down at an angle of 22 degrees.
The steeper diagonal cracks formed at the lower loads and a
oracle across the lower end of gage line, making an angle of about
H-5 deg. with the vertical appeared at the S. end at a load of
Z2 880 lb. and at the IT. end at 12-V 300 lb. At the latter load
a flatter crack formed extending from the top of the beam a) the
line of inflection across gage line 41 on all faces of the beam.
The machine was ran at low speed from the time the load reached
120 30c lb. The diagonal oracle crossing gage line 41 began to
open up rapidly as the maximum load was reached and before machine
could be stopped to take a set of readings the beam failed at a
load of 151 000 lb. I
BEAM '400.2
Ho important diagonal cracks appeared until a load of
123 030 lb. was applied when a crack crossed gage line !ll at the
north end. This crack extended to vlthin 3 in. of the bottom of
the beam and was extremely fine at the top of the beam in fact it
could hardly be traced to the top on the east side. The 6 in. of -
the crack just above the inclined bar was the widest portion and
at this point it was wider than any other crack on the beam. At
a load of 144 400 lb. this crack seemed to be opening up rapidly
and a set of readings was taken. The stress at gage line 41 IT.
E. was found to be 37 000 lb. After* the set of observations had
been finished another reading was taken on this some gage line an<"j
j
it was found to show an increase of eight strain gage divisions
which would correspong to 12 000 lb. stress if steel had not pass-

ed the yield-point. Considering the stress previously found in
this oar it is evident that the steel was "beyond Che yield-point
at this time. The "beam to6k load gradually until sudden failure
occured at IT. end at a load of 1%$ 700 lb.
. Analysis of Data. - By the load on a beam is meant the
load carried "by it at the "beginning of a set of observations.
The "breadth and depth of "beam were measured at "both ends and
the average was used in the computations, A value of .32 was
used for *an all calculations. This may he rather low for concrete
of as high a compressive strength as was found in these tests hut
the load increments were all "based on this assumption and it was
thought "best to malce the calculations on this "basis.
The curves of the individual gage lines pages 6*8 to 119 show
the relation "between the unit-shears on the "beam and the Stress at
any particular gage line. By plotting frcftn the Same origin the
curves for similar gage lines on opposite sides of "beam a compar-
ison of the action on opposite sides of th£ beam is facilitated.
In general these curves correspond very closely up to the yield-
point of the steel aid in many cases ;:he curves are coincident
thruout. Opposite ends of the beam also tooi stress at nearly
the same rate hut of course there is more difference between the
action at the two ends than at opposite sides of the same end.
Curves on page 120 to 137 show the variation of stress along
the bars and incidentally also the variation between the stresses
in the two similar beams at the same unit-shear. The value
plotted is the average of the values for the four gage lines sim-
ilarly located on a beam. The first and second beams are repre-
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6anted by two different Kinds of points but only the average line
is drawn in each case. Tne curves are plotted for stresses caus-
ed by unit shears of 200 lb., 500 lb., and *K)C lb. where this was
possi'ole. If the deformation at one or more of the gage lines
to "be averaged indicated that the stress in the steels this point
had passed the yield-point stress the average value was omitted.
In many of the "beams this was the case for the horizontal posi-
tions of the "bars just before "bending down at (i. e. gage lines
21, 22, 25, and 31, 52, 35) for a unit-shear of ^00 lb, per sq.
in. For all beams and at all shearing stresses the maximum
deformation is shown for gage lines 21, 22, and 23, with more z&
less of a decrease for 31, 32 and 33. The amount of this decrease
varies for the. different beams and also for the different bars in
beam. As a rule there is more difference in the ftress at these
two points in the second and third bars down than in the first
one in the same beam. On the same bar the difference is usual!)v
greater at the higher unit-shears due probably to the larger num-
ber of eraclcs lilcely to form across gage lines 21, 22 and 23 (that
is near the top of the beam) and to the greater proportional
effect of the bending moment. In passing along a "oar from the
upper gage line (30) toward the bottom of the beam the stress de-
creases in some cases until the horizontal position of the bar at
the bottom of the beam is reached but in some cases the decrease
does not continue beyond ^age lines JI0 near the center of the web..
This difference is to be expected when it is considered that some
of the bars reached to the bottom of the beam in the zone of com-
j
pression and hence there can be no tension in tb dneto the bentt-j
ing moment in the bean. In other cases the bars do not reach

the bottom until within the region of positive moment and part of
the stress in the "bar at this point #111 "be due to the bending
moment. This is well "brought out Toy the curves for "beams 3£ 1f-.
The minimum stress is shown at gage line 6*1 for the first bar,a.t
gage li.;3 52 for the second bar, and at gage line 33 for the third
hat*. Gage line?, 33 and 32 are approximately on a vertical line
thru the theoretical point of inflection, and gage line 61 .is in
the compressive zone, and hence there can "be no tension in the
"bars at these points due to "bending on this section. Gage line
62 on the second bar and gage lines $ and 53 in the third bar are
in region of positive bending moment and an increase of stress due
to the bending moment is to be expected.
Effect of Angle. - To snow more clearly the effect on the sires
es, of the angle at which the bars are bent down curves were plot-
j
ted for the first gage line (30) on the inclined portion of the
bar and for a point at the mid-depth of the beam for each of the
bars. in these curves the angle of bend is plotted as absicissa
and the stress is plotted as. ordinate. These curves are given on
pages 1^3 to 1^4, page 1^3 gives the curves for beam's' 322 to jB5
inclusive. These beams all have the first bar bent down 8 in.
'
from the support and have 12- in. spaces between bends of the bars.
The angle at which the bars are bent down 1b 32-J deg. in beams
3C3 and 353 . the difference in these being only in the number
of oars bent down at each section. At gage lines 31 and 32 the
flatter angle, 22 deg. gives a lower stress in all cases, exOdbt
t
for the second bar 200 lb. per so. In. shear, and the difference
in stress becomes more pronounced at the higher unit -shears es-
pecially at gage line 31. At this point in the beam there seems

mto "be very little difference in stress whether the "bar is "bent
down at an angle of 32-*- deg. or !f5 de<j. alt no at the higher shear-
ing stress the 'f^ deg. angle does give slightly higher stresses
for "both "bars. At the center of the "beam there is less differ-
ence "between the stresses for the 22 and the 32} degree angles, and
a little greater difference "between the 32-J and "J-5 degree angles
than at the upper position of the "beam, except for the third "bar
"bent down where the differences are very small in either case "but
smaller at the center of the heam. In studying the curves for
the center of the ve"b of the "beam it must "be remembered that with
j j-' ' center of the
the
A
angle of "bend the "bars cross the we'o nearer the point of in-
flection than with the steeper angles and the difference in
stress indicated "by the curves may "be due, at least partially,
to the "bending moment. The position of gage lines 31, 32 and
33 in all these "beais is so nearly identical that there should
"be no difference, in stress for the various "beams due to their lo-
cations .
/ On page 1*J4 similar curves are plotted for "beams 336* and 39^.
The horizontal spacing "between "bars in this case was Z in. in-
stead of 12 in. as in the previous set. With this spacing there
1 was 210 "beam having the "bars "bent down at 22 deg.
1 Effect of Spacing. - The effect of spacing will next "be con-
sidere«5. The curves on page 1^3 \ are plotted for "bars "bent down
at 32-*- deg. and deg. In either case the first "bar vas "bent
down 3 in. from the support. These were in four grours of "beams
having the "bars "bent down at 32-J deg, 3c* with g-in. spacing, 30
an" 3o J r having Z and 12-in. spacing and 327 with 16"-in. spacing.
Only two ;rouT,s of beams were tested in which the "bars were "bent

down at ^5 deg. beam 393 and 38* navlng and 12-in. spacing -
respectively.
"From the maximum loa„ds carried "by the "beans having 12-in.
spacing nc conclusion can "be drawn as to wftieh is the most effec-
tive angle. from the method of failure it seems that the "beams
haring the bars bent at 22 deg. were more likely to fail "by the
opening u; of a diagonal cracx vftiile the beams having the web
rinforcement at deg, usually showed a crushing and iMlging out
of the concrete under the bends before any diagonal crack opened
up. The concrete seldom crushed under the 32-J- deg. bends.
Tor the g-in. spacing beams 326* having bars bent down at 32-;1;
degrees carried a higher load than the average for 393 Allien had
the bars at }t-3 degrees. Here again there was considerable crush-
ing and spalling under the ^ deg. bends. It was found, as for
the beams with 12-in. spacing, that there was very little differ-
ence in the stresses in the inclined bars near the points of
pending corresponding (gage lines 31, 32 and 33) to differences in
the angle of bending down the bars. At mid-height of the beam
the differences are also small except for the third bar at the
load ^ J.ving 4-00 lb. per sq. in shear.
From ail the curves on the effect of variation in angle it
would seem that the stresses in bars bent down at 32f deg. or %3
deg. would be about the same but the stresses in bars bent at - 22 deg
may be somewhat lower, ether things being equal.
Tor the 32*—degree angle the stress in the inclined portion
of the bar near the first bend (gage line 31) increased slightly
with the increase in spacing. This is also the case at mid-
height of the bea for the bar at the center of the web at the

higiest unit-shear. With the ^-degree angle there is not a
very large increase in the amount of stress carried "by the "bars
at gage line 31 due to increasing the spacing from g in. to 1? in.
"but at iaid-height of the "beam the increase in stress is compara-
tively large "being nearl3>- 50^.
The curves for the aeccnd and third bars for the 3 2-?r degree
ana the -5 deg. tends show at the mid-height and at the top of
the beam a decrease in stress for an increase in spacing. This
is undoubtedly due to the decrease in the Lending moment as the
point of inflection is approached. The fact that the decrease is
less at mid-height -f the "beam where the effect due to "bending is
small "bears cut the above conclusion. In the formula ?~ 0.7 Vs.,
s is the spacing "between the "bends of the "bars. This formula
assumes virtually that the stress in the "bent" down "bar due to sheai
varies directly with the spacing. At the mid-height of the beam
the effect of the "bending moment should he small in all ca.ses and
according to this formula the stress would "be 50$ higher for the
12-in. spacing and 100$ higher for the 16-in. spacing than for the
8-in. spacing. At the top of the beam the effect due to the "bend-
ing oment may "be considerable hut since all beams of the sets
compared have the first bars bent down at the same distance from
the support the amount of stress due to the bending moment should
be the same for gage line 31 in all beams in which the bars are
bent at the same angle, raid the total stress at gage line 31 shouH
ijicren.se with the spacing. This is not borne cut by the tests.
Only in one case, at the mid-height of the beams having bends at
an angle of deg. and spaced B in . . do the stresses increase as
Indicated by the above formula. From the appearance of the curv-i
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es especially those at- the mid-height of the "bean it seems the to-
tal stress carried by the bars "bent flown nay "be nearly the same
for all spaclngs used. Calculations of the total stress carried
by the inclined "bars were made with the results shown in the fol-
lowing table.
TOTAL . .. • i > _ - . j jsnrn'bxKJ !SS 70110 t:: i:tclibed PORTIONS 017 BARS.
Location
of
Spacing Angle
of
Tensile Str
ine;
ess for
stress
Shear-
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-
—
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•tic/
-^j, c?t; o .
400
JLD pOP bl[ il
53300
1-1 IVn .— 10 .
300
"oer sq_.
Top
"
of
beam
near
*o end • 12
32-1
•
.'Lr;
33100
31400
3 26 00
16 ? *
*5
11-1800 27600
At
mid-
height
of
beans
.
8
12
^5
32-J
32600
36200
33200
36?00
19000
20900
1S400
22700
16
4«5
30600 14-700
j?rom the results given above it is seen that the mid-•height
of the beam Where the effect of the bending moment is small the
spacing of the veb re inforc ement has no apparent effect. At the
top of bend, that is at the upper end of the inclined portion of the

bar, the reduction of stress in the second and third "bar down due
to "bending moment is sufficient to reduce the total stress carried
z
"by all the hers in
K
b earn to a lower value for the beams having the
greater spacing. The lowest value at the tor. cf the "bend is al-
ways greater than the maximum value for the mid-height in a given
hear, for the same lead thus indicating that part of the stress at
the top of "bend is due to the "bending moment. If the total
stress carried hy the "bars remains constant regardless of the
spacing between "bars, as the tests appear to indicate, the formula
0.7 lAt as given above, cannot he correct unless a different
J a
interpretation is placed upon it. If s is defined as the total
length /Of the beam to he reinforced hy the veb reinforcement and ?
is the total load
(
carried hy all the Bent down "bars we would have
the condition that the total stress in the web reinforcement due to
shear remains constant regardless cf the distribution Of the aein-
anfl is in
forcement. Such a result is not unreasonable . fact rather to
A
be expected When it is considered that the concrete has a great
deal of lateral stiffness and its strength in direct shear is
sufficient to distribute the Shear to the bars even tho the spacirg
does vary. However any statement that total shear which a cer- .
tain amount of steel will carry will remain the same regardless of .
the distribution, must be qualified. It must be understood that
all the steel is effective in talcing shear and every portion of tti
bea; rust be protected so failure cannot talre place without cross-
ing the steel.
In all the previous analysis it has been found that the ef-
fect due to any variable has been obscured to a great extent "by
the effect due to the bending moment Which necessarily changes

with seine of tlie variables r^r example it Is impossible to have
two beams with different spacing without having a different "bend-
ing moment at the corresponding "bars. An attempt has "been marie to
eliminate this effect. The first assumption made was that the
stress in a bent down "bar near the top of the "beam is equal to the
Bum of the stresses due to flexure and shear. If this is so and
it is possible to calculate the stress in any "bar clue to flexure
and subtract this stress from the measured stress, the remaining
stress must he caused "by shear. To make such calculations sev-
eral assumptions were necessary. The principal ones are, fl) that
an inclined "bar which is some distance "below the horizontal steel
carries its proportion of the "bending stress, consideration "being
taken of its distance from the neutral axis, and (2) that the
i
stress in the inclined oar is the same as if it were horizontal
at the point considered. With these assumptions it was possible
to calculate approximately the stress in the inclined "bars at var-
ious points due to flexure alone. If the ahove assumptions are
all true and the results obtained are approximately correct the
stress due to' shear alone at two different points, in the same bar
should "be the same. such stresses were calculated for gage lines
3C»s and i|-6»s for several beams and the results plotted from the
same origin. These curves are shown on pages Iv? to 150 . The
calculated flexural stress was.- in all cases reduced to about
Sift, of the full value since it was found that gage line 2 -ver
the support usually showed about of the theoretical stress.
Considering the uncertainties in calculating these values it is
believed that the curves for the two gage lines on the same bar
daecX each other rather closely. Although this is not conclusive,

it indicates that the stress in the inclined "bar is equal to the
sum of the stress due to flexure and that due to shear, Tf the
average of each two of these curves is produced hac]- it will cut
the lire of zero stress at a shearing unit stress of from I56 to
225 lh. rer sq,. in. This would indicate that from 150 to 200 lb.
per sq.. in. of the shear at any time is carried "by the concrete
an . not a certain fraction of the shear. In the formula, P- 0.7
Vl if s is talren s 'he total length of "beam to he reinforced it
hardly seems that the full distance from the load point to the sup-
port should he used. Diagonal tension is not lively to occur
h inside of a line drawn from the support on angle of ^5 degrees
subtracting 17 in. from the distance to the load point we have
s- 31 in. Calculating the stress in the inclined oars with this
value of s it was found that the slore -f the line thus obtained
quite closely
correspcnded^with the slope of the curves - shown ,the
.curves generally "being slightly steeper. That is, the ra.te at
which the inclined "bars tahe stress is less than the formula would
indicate. Pro?/ appearances at failure the maximum spacing used
was not enough to aJTfect the maximum load a "beam would carry.
In no instance did a diagonal craclv form "between two "oars without
crossing the: .
"".erect -:T Distance "r~- rfc~-icrt to ?irst r;end? J? apes 1^7 to
V-g are given the curves showing the effect on the stresses of
varying the distance of the first "bend from the support. The
actual stresses at gage lines 30 in the first and second hars "bent
down are not greatly affected hy the distance from the support to
the first "tend. They seem to decrease with an incre- se in the
distance hut undoubtedly this is due to the decrease in stress

due tc flexure. Ike curves do not indicate that the distance from
the support tc the first bend was tec great in any case. Compar-
ing the maximum loads carried "by "beams 336, 3?1 and 392 no -;rea.t
difference is found altho frith the increase inthe distance to the
first "bend thejeis a slight decrease in the load carried.
Seams 3S6.I and 386 . 2 cneck. each other very well on the maxi-
mum load carried as do alsc 391. 1 and 391.2. Beam 392.1 failed
at a shearing unit-stress of 352 To. per sa. in. as compared with
to the first bend may account for this uncertainty of action.
If this is so, the indication is that for safe construction smaller
distances from the support to the first Id or.." should he used. There
is nothing in the manner of failure or in the ultimate loads car-
ried by beams 395 » 39^, and 393 , to indicate that the distance
from the support to the first bend had any effect on the strength
of beams
.
Beams 396
, 397 , and 39 rt , shm; the effect of varying the a
from the first stirrup to the support. The curves on pages 133
to 135 snow the stress in the stirrup for various unit-shears
,
Curves for beams 396% in which the first stirrup was 8 in. from the
support, show that the maxmum stress is not in- the first stirrup
but in the second. For 'beam 397 the stress is the highest for
the first stirrup and for 392 there is practically no 'stress in tbe
second stirrup. It seemfl that for these beams the maximum dis-
tance from support at which a stirrup may be expected to taXe ap-
preciable load for is 20 in. The total stress carried by the
stirrup appears to be nearly constant for a given shear. A com-
parison of the maximum loads carried shows a lower average
K30 lb. per sq.. in for 392.2. The great distance from the stpport
distance

*5
value Tor "beans 39S. than forjsfcher of the groups having stirrups
closer to the support. Beam39^.2 carried the lowest loact of the
six "but this was probably due to some fault in fabdication. This
fetam failed at the outer end before any signs of failure appeared
between supports and in a very peculiar manner. In beam 39?.
1
tue stress in the first stirrup passed the yield-point at about
300 I'd. per sq.. in. shearing stress. There is net any conclusive
evidence to show that a stirrup 16 in. from the support and having
sufficient area to carry the shear would not "be safe construction.
It appears that the total stress carried":y the stirrups for the
different beams remains constant for a given vertical shear. At
the higher shearing unit-stresses the total stress carried "by the
stirrups was about K^/fo of the total external she nr.
Other Beams
.
- Beams 3S8 and 329 did not belong to any par-
ticular set of beams. Beam 388 had four bars bent dawn at an
angle of 32-J deg. 14- in. from the support. 3eams 3o9 were Ihe
same with two stirrups added as shown in the drawings. In none
of these cases do the steel stresses in the inclined bars exceed
those over the support altho beam 339.1 did fall by diagonal ten-
sion across gage line U-l, The primary cause of failure for both
beams 388 was a slipping of the straight bars. Beam 389.2 failed
by tension at the center causing crushing of the concrete.

CCITCIUgiOiTS,
Wlt&in the r arise covered In these tests the following conclu-
sions seem to "be warranted.
1. The total stress carried by a system of inclined "bars is
net affected "by the horizontal spacing "between the barsr
2. The tensile stresses in the inclined bars at equal loads
on the beams, are approximately the same for "bars "bent at 32J and
**-5 degrees. Bars bent at 22 degrees show considerably smaller
stresses
.
3. Beams in which the reinforcement is "bent down at 32-J- de-
grees with the horizontal are likely to fail by diagonal tension
before the ultimate strength of the steel over the support is
reached if the distance from the support to the first point of
bending down a bar is equal to the depth of the beam or greater
than the depth of the beam. A distance of three fourths of the
depth of the beam from the support to the first point of bending
down a bar will prevent such diagonal tension failures.
!;. Tor beams having the web reinforcement at K$ decrees with
the horizontal there is little danger of a diagonal tension failure
between the support and the first bend if this distance does not
exceed the depth of the beam. It is considered advisable to bend
the first bar down at some point less than the distance d from the
support
.
3. For vertical stirrups a distance from the support to the
first stirrup equal to the depth of the beam is. not dangerous if
sufficient stirrup steel is provided to carry the stress at this
point. The total stress to be carried may be as high as V
where V is total external shear at the support. stirrups more
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than I.25 d from the support receive no stress and the stirrup lo-
cate! at a distance o-T from fd to d from the support receives the
maximum stress.
• 6. in a formula such as T-' Vs , the formula recommended "by the
Joint Committee, for the stress in an inclined web member, s should
he taken as the total length of the portion of the beam subject
to diagonal tension failure and T as the total stress carried "by
all the bars within this portion of the "beam. The concrete car-
ried a shearing unit-stress of about 175 lb. per sq.. in. before
web reinforcement began to take any stress due to shear. In the
above formula S may he taken as some value less than the total
length to be reinforced. The amount by which this length may he
reduced is about " d or perhaps as much as d. It should corres-
pond to the smallest distance from the auupport at which a diagonal
tension cra<-l: will occur.
7. With any amount of steel up to two percent it should be
possible to bend down enough bars and at such points that the
tensile strength of the 'steel in bending can be developed before /
a diagonal tension failure occurs.
3. Crushing is more likely to occur under the bends of the-
1
bars wnen bent at a steep angle than when bent at a flat angle.
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